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FURNITURE LINOLEUM BOARDS

A unique product due to the fact that the surface is produced from 100% natural raw materials and pigments while 
also being 100% recyclable. The surface leaves no fingerprints and has genuine smooth leather haptic, which makes 
it ideal not only for furniture fronts, but also for table tops and desks. Surface is thick, yet soft and easy to bend, which 
allows for various creative solutions. 

BOARD DIMENSIONS 2800x920 mm & 1860x1300 mm (MDF)

BOARD THICKNESS 18,2 - 42,6 mm (1-sided) | 20,0 - 44,0 mm (2-sided)

SURFACE forbo furniture linoleum

CORE OPTIONS MDF (E1 | E05 | CARB Phase 2 | F**** | FSC), Plywood

CORE THICKNESS OPTIONS 16, 18 mm (standard) | others thicknesses (upon request)

surface by:
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Other dimensions, thicknesses, and core materials are available upon customer request.

DECORS

4157 Pearl 4175 Pebble 4132 Ash 4180 Aquavert

4183 Pistachio 4185 Powder 4172 Mauve 4184 Olive

4175 Burgundy 4181 Midnight Blue 4164 Salsa 4023 Black

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MDF 16 mm

Raw material
Thickness mm

2800 x 920
1860 x 1300

18,2 18,6 20,0 18,0

Dimensions
mm

Thickness mm

Face side linoleum

Back side PP foil

Face side linoleum

Back side HPL

Face side linoleum

Back side linoleum

Face side linoleum

Back side raw

MDF 18 mm 20,2 20,6 22,0 20,0

MDF 30 mm 32,2 32,6 34,0 32,0

2800 x 920
1860 x 1300

2800 x 920
1860 x 1300
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ADVANTAGES

APPLICATIONS

100% RECYCLABLE

Only natural materials and pigments are 
used for the production of the surface

100% NATURAL SURFACE

Surface is 100% recyclable making it an 
ecologically sustainable solution

Even if greasy hands leave fingerprints, 
these can be cleaned easily with a moist 
cloth

NO FINGERPRINTS

Material is easy to bend making it ideal for 
creative solutions

EASY TO BEND

FRONT ELEMENTS FURNITURE WALL PANELSTABLE TOPS
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DELIVERY OPTIONS

2-SIDED BOARD

Front side is forbo furniture linoleum, 
while the back side is PP foil or HPL

1-SIDED BOARD

Both sides are the same material - 
forbo furniture linoleum

Ready furniture components with 
matching or suitable edgings

FURNITURE COMPONENTS
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Manufactured in 
Bulgaria, European Union

Petar Mihaylov & Co Ltd
Iztochna Tangenta 110 Street
Sofia, 1592
Bulgaria

info@master-profil.com
www.master-profil.com/mp

T +359 29794400
T +359 887 350 499

MASTER PROFIL is a brand of Petar Mihaylov & Co Ltd

Petar Mihaylov & Co Ltd makes every effort to maintain the accuracy and quality of the information provided on this catalogue. However, 
Petar Mihaylov & Co Ltd cannot guarantee and assumes no legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided. The 
information contained on this catalogue is for general guidance only. You should neither act, nor refrain from action, on the basis of any such information. 

The copyright of all content on this catalogue is owned by Petar Mihaylov & Co Ltd and/or the various suppliers of our raw materials. No part of the MASTER 
PROFIL catalogue may be changed, reproduced, stored in or transmitted on any website or medium without the prior written permission of Petar Mihaylov & Co Ltd.


